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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the last 20 years, the application of geomorphology and river engineering in Ontario has changed.  As with anything, how we do things, evolves over the decades.  This presentation will show ‘then’ and ‘now’ examples of constructed channels and features spanning our careers.  Discussion will focus on changes that we have made to design/construction methods, awareness that we gained through the projects and subsequently applied, how the channel has naturalized, what were good ideas and worked… and some that weren’t…



We did the best we knew then, and now 
that we know better, we strive to do 

things better

• Context
• Design
• Construction 
• Monitoring
• Key Lessons Learned
• What next? 

Outline Shoemaker Creek 
Kitchener

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall objective is to have a show and tell … reminisce while educating – traditional engineers/older engineers about why we don’t do now what they learned about/became aware of when they were younger younger professionals… as to how we got to where we are now… and remind that then, we did the best we knew how, and now that we know better, we do better (most of the time) – demonstrate that methods change… be open to possibilities, work together, learn from each other, listen to everyone on the team…. Experience is as important as educationSpatial context and SettingErosion Control/Habitat Features/Channel MaterialsErosion and sediment controlSite managementInspection
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Background/Context
• Natural Channels Initiative

– Conferences
– Document (2002)

• In the 1990s
– EXPOSED infrastructure
– City-wide assessments
– Today: 

• Exposing infrastructure
• Proactive protection

Stoney Creek, Tillsonburg

Black Creek, Toronto

Highland Creek, Toronto

German Mills Creek, Toronto

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Key Messages: multi-disciplinary integration, look at site in context of larger system (is it local or systemic issue), look towards future… monitor, learn from doing… and move forwardOur presentation – not only fun to look back at how things have changed over the last 25 years… reminisce… but is actually an important part of this Adaptive Management Cycle.Change in types of erosion control projects- many cities have completed city-wide inventories/assessments to identify and prioritize areas of erosion concern/risk (Oakville, Markham, Kingston, Hamilton were some of the first to outsource this... Mississauga had their own, TRCA is working in collaboration with various municipalities.  Highest priority sites have been addressed, now focus should be shifting to proactive/preventative measures (e.g., increased planting, less channel modifications)Impetus for works: Flood conveyance/flood risk managementThen: urban hydromodification, hardened channelNow: climate change, naturalize channelUrban developmentThen: realign channelNow: realign channel in integrated corridorInfrastructure riskThen: hardened channelNow: harden… but not as much(?)Erosion control (new risk, failing measures, end of life-cycle)Then: rock, hardened, gabions; lock bends in placeNow: place erosion control where necessary



• Spatial Context
– Local -> Reach
– Local vs systemic

• Erosion Mitigation
– Overprotect
– Protect what needs to be 

protected
   

Design Approach

SYSTEMSYSTEM

PLAN  FORM

PROFILE

FEATURE

WATERSHEDWATERSHED

REACHREACH

SITESITE

BROADBROAD

NARROW

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early on – the proponents were focused on quickly dealing with the erosion issueThen, and especially with the adaptive management document, it was recognized that issues at one location may Multi-disciplinaryRisk  - high vs low… expect it to stayDesign Flow



• Tools and analyses
• Site understanding
• Hydro-geomorphic 

analyses
• Discuss with others
• Learn onsite:

– Construction support
– Monitoring

Design Methods

Harman, W., R. Starr, M. Carter, K. Tweedy, M. Clemmons, K. Suggs, C. Miller. 2012. 
A Function-Based Framework for Stream Assessment and Restoration Projects. 

US Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Wetlands, Oceans, and Watersheds, 
Washington, DC EPA 843-K-12-006. 

Stream Functions Pyramid
A Guide for Assessing & Restoring Stream Functions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Suitable stream type
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Bio-Engineered
Erosion 

Mitigation 

Fascines

Brush 
Layer

Brush 
Mattress

Vegetated 
Rock 

Revetment
Livestakes/

plugs

Vegetated 
Geogrid

Cribwall 

Large 
Woody 
Debris

Erosion 
Mitigation

Bank

Planform

Bed

Profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change in how we implement:Armourstone along bedrock wallProtect the feature at risk ... allow channel to continue on its own to extent possible
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1.05m

20%

1.09m

20%

20%

1.09m

Design - Profile
• Continuity of form 
• Consider hydraulic influence/function
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Floodplain Design and Revegetation
• Corridor Design

– Landscaped vs naturalized
– Soil types and conditions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris – This leads into my riffle design pet peeve where riffles should always interact with each other and should function as a series of features rather than stand-alone structures that are not compatible with the broader channel processes occurring in the area of concern.  We can extend this further/support... that we need to consider the tie-in with upstream and downstream to ensure we are transitioning the work to be compatible with overall processes.  E.g., new culverts.  Spatial – used to be fix in place, harden the bend… now… protect the infrastructure… and let channel processes continue Issue – wrap stone around entire bend… doesn’t allow bend to continue to migrate downvalley… bed scour deepens, channel wants to go around.This is touched on, but I like to emphasize that we no longer focus solely on the site where the issue (i.e. erosion) is, but rather we look at the broader context and try to identify the underlying cause before simply applying the bandage and not consider the implication of a localized treatment.  Somewhat disagree... it used to be that we looked only at the erosion site... then moved onto much larger reach scale... but now there seems to be a local look at things (note: TRCA is notorious for this)LA’s historically tried to make everything park-like and plantings and planting methodologies (i.e. huge mulched planting beds) often impacted the stability of banks by not allowing for the full vegetative colonization of the floodplain in the name of weed control.  Or they put filter cloth under the mulch beds...Aquatic biologists use of woody and woody features did not always account for channel processes and hydraulic conditions in a wide range of flows. Not to shit on Ontario Streams, but I don’t think they typically build many things that have more than a few year’s of service life. 



Restoration
• Different combinations 

and permutations
– soil, wood, stone

• Risk management
– time to site stabilization, 

erosion control, seasonal 
constraint 

Objective: 
  Mimic natural setting and 
function

West Indian Creek – During Construction

West Indian Creek – Three Years Post- Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify the objective… dense vegetationReasons for success… narrow w in on fewer approaches how best to install and get success… setting characteristics need to be considered – light, groundwater, flow, buoyancy of materials etc.Dense planting of willow and dogwood along small watercourses... actually can choke the area? – i.e., catches urban debris (bags) etc.
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Crib wall
• Goal: 

– softer, temporary structural support 
and vegetation enhancement

• Applicability: 

– suitable light and moisture
– decay in about 10 years (not true in S. 

Ontario!)
– limited height

Sawmill Creek, Mississauga

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Humber – TSH/AECOMSawmill – pre ERISawmill (10 yrs ago)Walkers – Toe protection along Calder site Crib-wallHumber River – TSHSawmill – failed – design by othersSchneider – creek phase 3 work - good
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Crib Walls

• Common problems:
– Dead vegetation (loss of light 

conditions as new vegetation grows 
surrounding the site)

– Beaver browse
– Loss of soils/stone
– Empty crib boxes
– Undercut

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chris – failure 2 years later, underminingAdded geotextile to prevent lossMay be appropriate in some settingsImportant to educate client/agency – provide experience and rationale
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Crib Wall

• Adjusted construction:
– Fill box with soil mixed with stone
– Wrapped soil with geotextile in box 
– Rock toe
– Live stake and brush layers

• Alternatives:
– Vegetated revetment
– Vegetated geogrid

Schneider Creek, Kitchener

Humber River, Toronto 



Brush Mattress
• Goal: 

– Naturally enhance bank stability 
• Application:

– Suitability really depends on 
situation

– Requires grubbing of existing 
ground (which removes existing 
root networks, exposes/loosens 
soil) 

– Constructability challenges – 
labour intensive

– Function can also be accomplished:
• with potted plants/live stakes
• coir mat and seed/live stakes



Fascines
• Goal:

– Bundles of dormant branches 
provide protection of the erosion 
risk area

• Reality
– Season for construction
– Constructability
– Potential failure – detach from 

ground / desiccation
• Learned

– The location is critical, and 
difficult to implement to have the 
intended success

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Need to be at WL If not, dry outBig Creek – trib of Grand River - Caledonia?Trend away from fascines nd brush mattress to brush layers and livestakes
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We have moved away from the use of fascines 
and brush mattress and toward brush layers 
and live stakes …
 - Complexity / labour intensity
 - Success rate
 - Amount of raw materials required



Brush Layers/ 
Vegetated Revetment
• Goal:

– Naturalize the bank
• Application:

– Brush layer planted in between 
lifts (rock, wrapped soils)

– Dormant cuttings vs potted plants
– Placement/care at the transitions, 

live stakes
• Learned:

– Construction season –- density/ 
spacing varies by stock type 
(dormant cutting vs potted) Live Brush Layer – Robinson Creek (After)

Live Brush Layer – Robinson Creek (Before)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potted plants vs live stakes because of constructability and construction windowsBrush LayerIntent to provide stabilization and overhangDownside – then used to put brush layers on top of AS – now recognize that moisture supply is important (near WE) ; stone gets hot, dry.  NOW – but shrubsWill put into transition areas to strengthen the soils in the transition… i.e, which is typically weakNatural to gabion/AS/Revetment = transitionPotted  vs live stake revetment – Schneider – Archdekin?NOTE: be sure to have inspection staff 
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Vegetated Rock Revetments – Potted stock

Vegetated Rock Revetment – 
During Construction

Vegetated Rock Revetment – 
After Construction

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add Photos of Veg Stone
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Materials
• Geotextile

– Banks
– Planting beds

• Stone shape and size
– Roundstone
– Angular or subangular
– Gradation

• Use of hardware in channel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have moved away from the use of geotextile under substrates and natural bank treatments. AgreeThere was always this notion that if you don’t put fabric under your rock it will sink into oblivion and be gone. In reality this created a slip-plane by preventing interaction between the installed substate and the parent materials. This also impacted groundwater/surface water interactions, which was often detrimental to a variety of life stages of aquatic organisms. On banks, geotextile was a barrier preventing vegetation to be unable to extend roots into the parent soils, impeding growth and again, forming a slip-plane that allowed bank treatments to fail through gravity or hydraulic forces.Stone sizing and the development of a substrate matrix that accounts for all channel functions has taken time to develop. It was not uncommon for in-stream projects to use fairly homogenous, washed stone that had absolutely no fines… we can likely blame DFO for this a bit from their permit requirements. There was such a fear of sediment that everyone overlooked that fact that the bed and banks of every natural stream (bedrock somewhat excluded) are fully comprised of sediment. We now have a wider understanding by practitioners and agencies that sediment is part of the recipe and if considered in design and construction properly it can be kept in the beneficial rather than deleterious category.  Along with this... there was a hesitancy for including angular stone in the creek... it was only ‘round’ that the agencies would accept... this has softened... recognizing that round stones roll on bedrock (shale/limestone/dolostone) and that in those bedrock systems, the bed material is platy and subangular.  In other settings, we need to protect against scour or need to maintain grade control – so we implement angular stone, but may top dress with rounder stone.I feel we are relying less on things that wouldn’t naturally be found in a stream. We used to cable logs in place, pin woody materials behind t-posts and rebar, etc. When those feature eventually fail there would be a lot of material not safe for living things and aesthetically pleasing to see left behind. When the situation allows, I personally prefer to use what is available to a natural stream  to develop and maintain itself from. This isn’t always an option, but ‘pure’ natural channel design is relatively new in my view.  A challenge here is that we sometimes are designing things are not long term sustainable... e.g., riffle-pool placed in clay stratigraphy with minimal/no gravel/cobble – we are starting to incorporate sediment sources in the floodplain to be recruited in the future (e.g., Tremaine Road photos).  Other concern when incorporating LWD in a bed features is that it will degrade and then structure it provides is gone... but is it a concern... ie.., waterlogged log will be able to persist for some time
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Construction
• Site preparation and design layout
• Industry experience 

– collaboration between designer and 
contractor

• Implementation support
– Contractor experience
– Field fit support

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Message – resources available to person may not always be as obvious we think… e.g., senior person in-house, contractors, senior folks at agencies, material supplier.Important to ask questions – you may identify a problem, or learn moreFeedback pattern – personal curiosity – to see what worked or didn’t… what does it look like today … look at the stream.. What is it telling you?What are the innovative thoughts that are successful and those that aren’t – proof is in the pudding… it takes time to see successEnsure that site inspector is informed.Agency – experience is important – know more now, fix it, be open to new methodsInspection by the designer/design rep is generally now a requirement. Historically, it was not nearly as common to have a design rep working with or as the Contract Administrator to ensure all elements of the design are implemented correctly.  There are more experienced contractors.  There are contractors who are not experienced, and may appear to be more cost effective – when this is the case, it is imperative that there is appropriate oversight by the design team for implementation.  Where there are sensitive/important projects that can’t afford delays (e.g., due to construction window) then prequalification of contractor recommended.Construction methods have improved – Previously – contractor layed out the site and figured out how to transition typical sectionsNow – use digital drawings and GPS to confirm design conformance; less need to rely on gap filling and experienceAgency willing to try things
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Erosion and Sediment Control

• Product
• Scale of placement
• Work in dry vs wet
• Decommission 

– who decides when it is time?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProductsReliance on products… if you weren’t using them, then weren’t doing it right…. Same for design.Advancements – compostScale of placementPerimeterWe are needing to manage sediment near the creek… therefore perimeter control may not be helpfulSeeding is part of construction processWhat sediment is Ok vs badDry vs WetSome opportunities to work in wet, balanceDecommission -Materials left – no one removing – should be removed when function is no longer needed; contractor incentive… not paid until removed.Erosion and Sediment Control Planning.It’s becoming more acceptable to focus efforts on smaller-scale but more effective plans rather than installing kilometers of fencing all over a site so it looks protected, only for most of that materials to be useless an end up in a landfill having served no function purpose. New technology and products has also improved this aspect of channel works. Finally, we seem to have more people in the industry who have experience with channel design AND ESC design working on these plans and inspecting.        
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Monitoring – Learn from Doing

• Necessary to learn and improve
• Mechanism

– agency permits/approvals 
• Allow for adaptive management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Post-Con Monitoring was uncommon, then it became quite common and now is inconsistent at best and should make a return – Monitoring is the feedback mechanism to improve the industry’s understanding of what we’re doing to create both success and failure.  Some of the issue here is that we don’t actually want to come back, or at least our clients don’t want us to.  We don’t truly explore the ‘edges’ of the design because we need it to be ‘something that lasts for thirty years’… to actually push the design limits, we need the opportunity (and acceptance) to ‘adaptively mange’ the work based on the feedback from the post-construction monitoring.  Maybe a situation where we build in one and two year allowances for the contractor to come back and make adjustments???  I have read that it actually takes 5 – 10 years to see if a design ‘worked’ or is ‘stable’... Might not be something to include in a conference talk, but I wonder if the best approach to monitoring it to actually have an outside consultant take over monitoring so we can get less biased interpretation of results. When we monitor our own designs I often feel like we spend a lot of time justifying adjustments rather that simply stating that something was overlooked or deficient and ‘this’ is what would have improved that.  I think this is another one influenced by our clients… where we have seen a shift away from being ‘partners’… this is a pretty big can of worms, but the entire natural channel design process is compromised when we are afraid to be wrong… see note above.  More than wanting to know the solution and how we can tweak or adjust things, our clients seem more concerned with who’s fault it is.  We need to be gracious as well – easy for young professional to say someone screwed up, or was wrong approach... and that may be right... but it may also be a case of the design team not having the right design flow... or something else... important to be humble and recognize that ‘this could have happened to me’... and we should learn from it.This also touches on, or needs to consider, the tolerance for risk and cost of a potential failure or of being ‘wrong’... who bears the cost of a screw up... the designer... is it ‘adaptive management’?
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• Ask questions
• Listen and learn from others

– Contractor, experienced 
– Other disciplines/integrate

• Learn from doing
– Improve design and construction methods

• Personal curiosity
– Create opportunity to re-visit projects

Lessons Learned Along the Way

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also feel we’ve, to some degree at least, become more receptive to taking input and feedback from experienced contractors into designing channels and for trouble shooting issues on site (e.g., unexpected groundwater seepage). A lot of things were designed that were impractical and it took a contractor to point that out. Many of those lessons have shaped how I think about designs that get put in front of me. Since contractors play such an important role in the process (and the industry based on how many will attend these conferences each year), sharing knowledge and understanding the process that designers and builders each go through, is nothing but good for our industry as a whole.  I agree whole heartedly with this point and would even extend it to suggest we should interact more with other consultants doing this type of work – after all that’s generally where the contractors we work with see other things and get ‘new’ ideas.  I agree – the number of folks in the industry was small... and geomorphology was a new area of practice... there was competition and limited real sharing/collaborating.  The industry is bigger now, there are more folks who have training/experience; from 2 specialist firms (Parish and Aquafor) in the 1990s, we now have many more specialist firms or teams within larger firms... yes, still competition, but we should be collaborating more- this is what the Natural Channel Systems is working towards achieving through its conferences – but the initiative is hampered by limited volunteer timeMulti-disciplinary integration has improved.  Geomorphology and river science is now an expected part of projects.  Design objectives include provision of fish passage and wildlife passage (e.g., under culverts).  Still need to ensure that this integration/collaboration happensApproach now tends to be more: More River Corridor design... intentional – including more terrestrial habitat features in the floodplain 
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Biggest Lessons Learned?
• Things do go ‘wrong’
• We have to adapt
• Have patience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vegetation grows quickly and may alleviate any potential concerns regarding instabilityHave learned how to construct things better
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• Root Wads
• Lunkers
• Stream training
• Wetlands
• Woody debris
• Vegetated soil blocks

Other Approaches and Opportunities



What’s Next?

• Continue to learn, be 
open to, and look for 
opportunities

• Try new things
– Monitor 
– Evaluate
– Adjust

Joshua Creek, Oakville

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Collaborate with others in the industry – we are all working for a similar goalPlace sites in proper context Minimize interference with natural processes Know the site so that appropriate design and restoration can be developed.
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Questions? 
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matrix-solutions.com

Contact Us
Jeff Prince, P.Eng.
Principal Water Resources Engineer
jprince@matrix-solutions.com

Mariëtte Pushkar, M.Sc., P.Geo
Principal Fluvial Geomorphologist
mpushkar@matrix-solutions.com
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